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HOW TO SERGE T-SHIRT NECK RIBBING
WITHOUT MEASURING & QUARTERING
Once you know the tricks to serging T-shirt neck ribbing,
making T-shirts will be fast and easy.

TECHNIQUE
Fabric

T-shirt knit fabric of your
choice.

Stitch

4-Thread Wide

Needle

Ball Point 11~12

Width
Length

7.0~7.5mm
2.0~2.5mm

Thread

Basic Serger Thread

Setup Notes:
Be sure to use the proper needle.
If your t-shirt fabric has any lycra
or spandex, use a “Stretch”
needle instead of a “Ball Point”.
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Click the video icon to
watch how to make a test
sample before starting on
the T-shirt.
Cut a sample piece
of T-shirt fabric
approximately 8”
square. Cut a
neckline curve in
one corner of the
square as shown.

Step 1:
Cut your ribbing strip 3” wide and across
the fabric selvage to selvage. (greatest
stretch). A rotary cutter/mat/long ruler
helps a lot.
Step 2:
Use the “TECHNIQUE SETUP” to setup
your serger.
Step 3:
Serge the front and back t-shirt together
at “one” shoulder seam. The ribbing will
be attached from shoulder to shoulder
around. (Video will show this step).
Step 4:
Fold ribbing in half so you have a long
strip the width of the fabric and 1 1/2”
wide double layer like the picture above.
Step 5:
Starting at the open shoulder seam
(doesn’t matter if you attach ribbing to
front or back neck first.) Align the folded
ribbing strip with the open edge of the
t-shirt neckline with all 3 edges of cut
fabrics on the right side of the neckline
(shirt and ribbing) all meeting.
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Step 6:
RELAX! Raise the serger needles to the
highest position. Lift the serger presser
foot and insert all three cut edges of the
fabrics under the foot and up into the knife
blades. Lower the presser foot.
Step 7:
Hold the folded ribbing strip in your left
hand and guide the t-shirt neck edge with
your right hand.
Step 8:
Use the inside edge of the knife blade as
your guide. Do not cut the fabric or
ribbing...instead, allow the layers of fabric
to rub against the blade without cutting.
This will give you exactly the correct
finished seam allowance.
Step 9:
Begin serging. Gently stretch the ribbing to
match the pulling pressure you used when
you made your successful test sample.
Serge all the way around the neckline
opening.
Step 10:
Match the seam between the ribbing and
t-shirt. Use the sewing machine set with a
long straight stitch to temporarily stitch the
ribbing to shirt area closed. A long stitch
length allows stitches to be easily pulled
out and re-stitch the ribbing and shirt if
necessary. When ribbing seam is matched
correctly, serge finish the seam and “tuck in
to hide” the neckline tail chain.

SUE’S FAVORITE T-SHIRT NECKLINE FINISH
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EASY MOCK BINDING
Mock binding just means it is not done using a bias strip of
TECHNIQUE SETUP fabric and it is not folded on both sides. It only takes one step
Fabric COTTON, POLYESTER OR attaching it to the neckline edge and a single or double
Types COTTON/POLYESTER
topstitch on the top edge. (See black straight stitching on top
BLEND OF T-SHIRT
KNIT FABRICS
of the binding strip.)
Stitch

3 OR 4-THREAD WIDE

Needle BALLPOINT OR STRETCH
80/12~90/14

Thread Basic Serger Thread
Setup Notes:
FABRICS WITH LYCRA OR
SPANDEX WILL REQUIRE THE
“STRETCH” NEEDLE TO NOT
DAMAGE THOSE SPECIAL
FIBERS.
COTTON, POLYESTER AND
COTTON/POLYESTER BLENDS
USE A BALLPOINT NEEDLE.

NOTE:
There is a
change
between
t-shirt
fabric color
and
neckline
fabric
color.

STEP 1

MAKE A SAMPLE! Cut a neckline
curve in a scrap of the t-shirt
fabric. (Just like the ribbing
sample on the previous page.)
STEP 2

Cut a binding strip 1-1/2” wide
across the width of the fabric in the
stretch direction from selvedge to
selvedge.
STEP 3

BBINDING
STRIP NOT
FOLDED

DO NOT FOLD THE FABRIC STRIP…
Serge one single edge of the binding to
the curve on the right side of neck edge.
Slightly stretch the binding (blue fabric)
as you serge it to the neck edge (red/pink
fabric). You may need to make more
than one test sample to get the right
amount of stretch when applying the
binding strip. Each fabric and binding
combination will require a different
amount of stretch. (Press the binding as
show at the right)
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PRESS BINDING
AS SHOWN
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EASY MOCK T-SHIRT BINDING
(Continued)

STEP 4

Wrap the single layer of binding
around the serger stitch snuggly, not
baggy. DO NOT fold the edge of the
binding on the back side under like
double fold bias tape.

Raw edge of
binding NOT
tucked
under

After the final stitching is done, there
will be a raw edge of the binding on
the back.
STEP 5

Practice the topstitch until you find
the right look.
NO

Practice sewing the topstitch close to
the well of the seam, in the well and
also PRACTICE a row of stitching just
outside the well of the seam on the
edge of the binding. (See picture)

STEP 6

Use your favorite trimming scissors and
trim away the excess binding fabric
close to the stitching line for neat clean
not bulky binding finish.
Yes, there is a raw edge of the knit on
the inside of your t-shirt….knits do not
ravel….this technique works with most
all knits and makes a neat clean finish.

NOTE: Have patience with me...eventually I

will find a camera photo color setting I like.
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YES

Binding
folded
snuggly
over serger
stitch
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~EMBROIDERY QUICK TIP~
MONOGRAM FOUR NAPKINS IN “ONE HOOPING”

NOTE: This technique uses embroidery design positioning stickers (snowmen). If your
machine does not have these stickers you will need to use a printed design template.

STEP 1

STEP 2

30”

30”

ALWAYS...ALWAYS, make a test
embroidery before going to the napkins!
Look at the size of the letter, how the
embroidery stitches...I planned to use
purple thread on green fabric, using a
size 12 needle. We liked the green
thread and size 11 needle much better
after the test sewing step.

DO NOT PRE-CUT YOUR NAPKINS.
Decide on the finished size of the
napkins. Cut a group of four.
Example: To make four 15” square
napkins, cut fabric in one large square
30 1/2”x30 1/2”. Fold and press the
fabric for four 15” napkins as shown.
STEP 4

STEP 3

2”

THE TRICK! MAKE A
POSITIONING TEMPLATE!
Use a firm paper such as card
stock and a ruler. Paper scissors
are a good idea also.

Use the test sew-out of the letter to
decide how far the letter needs to be in
from the napkins corner. I chose 2”. Cut
the template size to include the distance
from the edge of the template to the
center of the crosshairs in the sticker.
(See Picture) Continued on next page
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MONOGRAM FOUR NAPKINS IN “ONE HOOPING”
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Continued
STEP 6

STEP 5

Place all the positioning stickers
using the template.

Set the embroidery machine with the
letter you want and use the scanning
feature to sew the letters. You can use
more than one sticker at a time! The
machine will scan until it finds a sticker!
STEP 8

STEP 7

When you begin the embroidery using a
positioning sticker, the machine will
remind you to remove the sticker
before starting the machine.
Before Baby Lock added this warning
feature, I always sewed at least
one sticker into my stitches. The
machine will not run until you look at
the screen and say OK.

When each monogram finishes
embroidering, set the machine to scan
for another sticker. It will find the
sticker and sew the next letter! Doesn’t
matter what order they stitch, just so all
four stitch. When you have four done
like in the picture, either cut them apart
and hem or let your serger cut them out
as you add the rolled hem stitch.
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NEW PRODUCT REVIEW
NEW ROTARY CUTTER/RULERS & MATS
Quilters Select™ by Floriani with Alex Anderson

Click On Logo To Go To
Quilters Select Website

I AM NOT A QUILTER AND I LOVE THESE NEW PRODUCTS! This is by far the
easiest to use cutter, rulers))) and mats I have ever seen or used! SueGB
Mats have light and dark sides for cutting light
or dark fabrics with numbers that run left to
right and right to left. No more counting
backwards, flipping or flopping the mat to do
the math!.

Rotary cutter works
both left or right
handed. Blades are
magnetized so they
won’t fall out when
changing. Blades last
longer. Easy open,
easy close.

Rulers have the same easy left to right/right to
left number measuring system as the mats!
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SEWING WITH YOUR FEET
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HOW-TO VIDEO USING THE
BABY LOCK “J” FOOT
WHAT IS NEW AT
SCHMETZ??

THE BABY LOCK EDGE STITCH AND HUMP JUMPER FOOT

SUPER NONSTICK

BERNINA EDGE
STITCH FOOT

PFAFF EDGE STITCH
FOOT

VIKING EDGE STITCH
FOOT

CLICK ON THE NEEDLE
PACKAGE AND GO DIRECTLY
TO SCHMETZ.COM FOR
MORE INFORMATION!
DO YOU USE DIME’S
PERFECT EMBROIDERY PRO
SOFTWARE?
Use the link below to see all
the available workbooks and
download a FREE workbook
to see Sue & Karen’s step-bystep instructions on how to
use this great software to
create your own embroidery
designs!

Download the free
workbook today!

EE

FR

15 step by
step
workbooks
available

HOW TO
USE THE
CIRCLE
TOOL

This video was made using the Baby Lock “J” foot. The J foot
is Baby Locks standard foot on many of their machines
models. This foot has two extra main features. It is a basic
edge stitching foot and has another feature called a hump
jumper.
(BABY LOCK also has a optional edge stitching foot available.)
Click on the video icon on the top of the page and earn how to
topstitch over the hem hump in jeans and make perfect
topstitching. In the video we show how to use “both“ features.
Other brands and models also have accessory feet that have
an edge stitch function but may not have the hump jumper
feature. Most feet work using the same sewing techniques
with only slight variations.
Be aware, all machine brands may not have the
same accessories as the Baby Locks. Because we
are promoters of Baby Lock products, our videos
will always feature Baby Lock machines, sergers
and accessories.
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